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Abstract

The contributions from �ve recent Link�oping theses to the emerging� important

and di�cult �eld of hybrid and discrete systems are summarized�

� Introduction

Real world engineering systems are characterized by having both continuous and discrete
elements� A bu�er tank is described both by the continuous �ow dynamics and by a
number of valves and pumps that are discrete in nature� A modern airplane has a �large�
number of discrete operating modes� besides being subject to Newton	s continuous law of
motion� Etc� Etc�

The control research community had for a long time more or less ignored the discrete
side of the systems to be controlled� The interest in these matters has increased sharply
recently� However� there is no uni
ed approach or even problem formulations� generally
agreed upon� The 
eld is very diverse� and di�cult to grasp in simple terms� For some
recent� excellent overviews see� e�g�� ��� and ����

In this contribution we shall just describe some approaches that the Automatic Control
Division in Link�oping has worked with over the past few years� The work is described in
the PhD and TeknLic theses of the junior co�authors of this paper� and can be structured
as follows�

� Description of Hybrid Systems Using Bond Graphs� �����

� Action Structures for Planning Problems and Sequential Control� ����

� Polynomial Dynamic Systems Over Finite Fields� ���� ���� ����

The following sections deal with each of these�

�
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Figure � A spectrum of mode switching phenomena�

� Hybrid Systems with Bond Graphs

��� Hybrid Elements

Abrupt changes in the dynamic behavior of physical systems are ubiquitous in engineering
applications� In fact� many engineering devices are designed intentionally to obtain near
ideal switching behavior e�g� electrical relays� diodes� mechanical clutches� free wheeling
devices� hydraulic valves� hydraulic check valves et cetera� see Figure �� In all these
cases� the devices are intentionally designed to introduce an abrupt change in the overall
dynamics of the systems they are installed in� With abrupt change we here mean a change
several magnitudes faster than the fastest dynamics of the overall system�

Moreover� abrupt changes may occur as an implicit property of engineering systems�
i�e� phenomena not due to any explicitly distinguishable 	device	 or 	component	� In
Figure  a spectrum of di�erent occurrences of such discrete phenomena is shown�

Peculiar for all the examples in Figure  is the existence of three distinct modes
of operation� one mode of continuous dynamic behavior �of order one� and two other
modes in which the 	state	 variables are 
xed to constant values �order zero�� This is
due to physical e�ects which change the operating mode by restricting the energy storing
capability of the systems when certain conditions are met� The important observation
to be made is that the basic energy storing property of the systems is never actually
changed� Rather the range over which the systems can perform this behavior is a�ected
by the discrete mechanisms� Hence all these mode transitions can be viewed as changes
in the �energetic� interaction structure of the overall system� In fact� we propose this as
our de
nition of a mode switching dynamic system� or a hybrid system�
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Figure �� A model tree as a mode invariant representation�

��� Reticulating Hybrid Systems

We have noticed that discrete phenomena typically a�ect the model of the physical struc�
ture in the same manner as do concrete changes of the structure at the physical level� This
explains why the term 	variable structure system	 is sometimes used in this context� This
will inevitably and drastically complicate the reticulation phase unless a mode invariant
structure can still be found�

It is clear that some additional model structure is needed to represent models across
several distinct modes of behavior� At the mathematical level� the associated structuring
information must in one way or another be speci
ed by the logical conditions that control
the transitions between modes of continuous di�erential and algebraic �DAE� systems�
The logical conditions are the invariants that represent the switching actions at this level�
see e�g� the model tree representation in Figure �� However� the mathematical perspective
is just one side of the coin�

In the engineering practice we know that a physically based conception of the observed
system is fruitful in guiding the formulation of the equations� This conceptual level� that
is closer to the observed phenomena than the abstract mathematical description� assists in
making explicit the relevant modeling assumptions� whereas the generation of the actual
equations becomes a matter of routine� This immediately raises the question whether it is
possible� and if so� how to extend the set of physical concepts to sanction this distinction�

In ���� a new candidate bond graph concept was introduced� the ideal switch �Sw�
element� for the very purpose of representing discontinuous transitions� We have shown
that the switch concept actually extends the modeling power of bond graphs� with no
trade�o�s in conceptual clarity� to mode switching systems as well� We have also shown
how the model structure as derived by such a switched bond graph may be used to provide
active support in online detection of mode transitions in hybrid systems�

The Sw�element has two distinct states� namely e�ort �E� and �ow �F� state� In
state E it acts as an ideal e�ort source with zero output and in state F it acts as a
�ow source� also with zero output� Note that the zero�valued sources have a particular
qualitative meaning as particular boundary conditions� We have chosen the mnemonic Sw
to represent the switch� noticing the close relation with the ideal sources� An immediate
and interesting consequence of this de
nition is that the element will a�ect the overall
causal structure of the model as the state of the switch changes�
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Figure �� A hybrid system �left� and a reticulation of the same �right�� m� is the mass
of the wheel and damper sub�system and m� is the mass of the mainframe� Fa is the
aerodynamic force acting on the mainframe�

Note that the Sw�element � being a source type of element � has no constitutive
relation in the ordinary meaning� it does not relate the e�ort and �ow variables with
each other� Its state is however determined by a control structure ���e� �f� which may
be expressed in terms of a simple two�state transition system� Here the boolean transi�
tion conditions �e and �f denotes any boolean �in��equality relations between any of the
continuous state variables in the model�

��� An Example Hybrid System

Consider the hybrid system in Figure � �left�� We are interested in studying the touch�
down�process of this light aircraft� and therefore reticulate the system as depicted in the
schematic diagram in Figure � �right�� Here the damper r� and the spring k� represents
the wheel itself�

Applying the systematic method of mapping mechanical schematic diagrams to bond
graphs� we immediately end up in the switched bond graph as depicted in Figure � �left��
Note that the mapping procedure for standard bond graphs can be applied on switched
bond graphs without any modi
cation�

Generating the four potential causal bond graphs� i�e� the four computational struc�
tures� is now completely straightforward� using standard causality propagation rules� The
overall mode structure of the system now becomes a four�state transition system and
can be obtained from the two control structures in Figure � �right� by applying standard
transition system composition ����� We now have a complete computational model of the
touch�down�process�

��� Composing Switched Bond Graphs

Composing switched bond graphs to a computational mathematical model in terms of a
hybrid mode transition system is often straightforward� However� there are practical cases
in which the composition no longer is trivial� This is the case when there are modes with
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Figure �� The a�causal switched bond graph �left� and the control structures �right� of
the landing aircraft system�

no physical interpretation� Much of the current research e�ort is focused on methods to
handle these cases so that the modularity and compositionality of classical bond graphs
are maintained ��� ��� ����

� Discrete Event Dynamic Systems� Planning

��� Action Structures

Simpli
ed action structures is a notation for 
nite state based systems� The states are
given as tuples�

x � �x�� x�� � � � � xn�

and each xi resides in some 
nite domain Si� The controls or inputs are termed actions and
their a�ect on the system is described through pre�� post� and prevail�conditions� The pre�
and post�conditions tells us the actual e�ect of the action and the prevail�condition can
detail further conditions which must be satis
ed during the execution� Without further
restrictions this is of course exactly the set of 
nite state systems�

��� Simpli�ed Action Structures �SAS�

We have focused on the planning problem� that is� the problem of 
nding a control sequence
which transforms a given initial state into a desired 
nal state� It is easy to show that
without further restrictions the complexity of planning increases exponentially with the
number of state variables� This is because the state space is exponential in size in terms of
the number of state variables� and there are systems that force you to traverse the entire
state space to reach your goal� Since a lower bound of the algorithm is derived from the
size of the output it is then of course impossible to 
nd the plan in polynomial time�

The set of problems we focus on basically excludes such processes as described above�
The exact class studied is de
ned through explicit conditions on the actions and the
structure of the transition graph for each state variable� A more thorough description can
be found in ��� and ���� These present a planning algorithm that can deal with a restricted



class of planning problems� The complexity of the algorithm increases polynomially with
the number of actions and state variables� For example� we have modeled a simpli
ed
assembly line building Lego cars which 
ts into this restricted class� see ����

� Polynomial Dynamic Systems over Finite Fields

��� Basics

A polynomial model is essentially a set of polynomial equations of the form�

p��x� u� x
�� � �� � � � � pk�x� u� x

�� � �

where pi are polynomials in the state x� input u and next state x�� Any 
nite relation
can be represented in this way and the case where the underlying 
eld is f�� �g results
in the well known Boolean polynomials� In order to analyze the system dynamics one
essentially has to manipulate such systems of equations�

Multivariate polynomials over 
nite 
elds are used to describe 
nite relations and func�
tions� This is functionally complete description� i�e� all 
nite relations and 
nite functions
can be described by polynomials over 
nite 
elds� We can also manipulate these 
nite
relations �and functions� by performing polynomial operations on their polynomial repre�
sentation� All the basic set operations are available� i�e� union� intersection� complement�
projection and embedding� Additionally we map these relations through polynomial func�
tions and obtain new polynomially represented relations� Finally we can also do these
manipulations fairly e�ciently through a recursive reduced representation analogous to
the binary decision diagrams used for Boolean relations�

It is fairly complicated to use these polynomials directly as a modeling tool� see
e�g� � � ��� A better approach is usually to use some form of model description lan�
guage and then write a translator from that language into polynomials relations� This
has been demonstrated for a number of di�erent modeling formalisms and in particular
the industrial case study below demonstrates a larger such exercise ��� �� �� ����

In many cases analysis of Discrete Event Dynamic Systems �DEDS� systems means
computing the set of reachable states� since that set provide much of the global dynamics
of the system� Reachability problems for discrete systems essentially corresponds to the
stability problems for continuous systems�

Apart from reachability computations one is interested in if a DEDS system satis
es
its speci
cation� One convenient way of giving a speci
cation is in terms of a temporal
logic� We have extended the CTL temporal logic to polynomials over 
nite 
elds ��� and
applied it to an industrial scale example ��� below�

One of the primary goals for a systems theory for DEDS systems is of course in order
to be able to do control design in a manner very much as is done for linear systems�
say� Furthermore we would like to handle the size of systems that come up in industrial
settings�

One classical design framework is the one suggested by Ramadge and Wonham in
the mid eighties� The original papers did not have any large examples or suggest any
computational techniques for dealing with large systems� We can readily use our e�cient
polynomial methods to carry out this design ����



Another design framework� has been studied in ���� This approach is close in spirit
to an optimization approach� The basic idea is to order the states in the plant state
space according to an a criterion function and then use algebraic techniques to to derive
a controller that is as greedy as possible in each step� In particular this technique will
pinpoint states where several equally good control values exist� or where no control value
exists�

��� A Case Study	 The JAS Landing Gear Controller

Introduction

To explore the usefulness of symbolic and algebraic methods� we use polynomials over

nite 
elds applied to DEDS with industrial sized complexity� The landing gear controller
�LGC� of the Swedish 
ghter aircraft JAS �� Gripen�

The purpose of the LGC is to perform maneuvers of the landing gears and the corre�
sponding doors which enclose the gears in retracted position� The controller is a software
process that interacts with � binary actuators� �� binary landing gear sensors�  binary
pilot signals� and � integer mode signals from other subsystems in the aircraft�The only
formal description of the controller is a ��� line Pascal code�

This section gives an overview of the project of doing static and dynamic analysis on
the behavior of the LGC� This was made possible by modeling the LGC by a polynomial�
i�e� compiling the Pascal implementation of the LGC to a polynomial relation� For a
complete description of this project see ��� ��� ���

Tools

The basic tools are based on a computationally e�cient version of the underlying polyno�
mial algorithms� The actual implementation of these ideas has been done in Mathematica
and C� Essentially we have a polynomial manipulation package built in C which is linked
into Mathematica trough the MathLink structured communication protocol� This means
that we could write all the analysis and modeling �i�e� the compiler� parts of the soft�
ware directly in Mathematica� This has proved to be an e�cient and highly extensible
environment in which to carry out research into discrete systems�

For the LGC we used a Binary Decision Diagrams �BDD� implementation in C� i�e�
polynomials over the binary 
eld� All variables in the LGC system are represented binary
and which makes it possible to use a normal form for boolean relations�

Modeling

Here we will focus on the modeling of the landing gear controller which corresponds to
the upper part of 
gure ��

We build a polynomial model from the Pascal code� The polynomial model is denoted
M�z� z��� where z and z� are the system variables for present and next time instant
respectively�

The Pascal code� representing the LGC� is executed once every sample� and the code
represents a state space form of the LGC� Thus we need to analyze the code to determine
what variables are inputs and outputs of the entire program� Variables that are both
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Figure �� The modeling and analysis work performed on the LGC�

output and input variables have to be state variables� Other topics in the global analysis
of the code are temporary variables and timers� The maximum range of the integer
variables is determined to �� �� � � � � �� which makes it possible to represent each integer
variable by four Boolean variables�

The translation from Pascal to Boolean expressions follows the control �ow graph of
the program� The value of each program expression is determined by the current values of
symbols and the actual program expression� i�e� the compilation function is of the form�

! � Pascal � State� State

We store the current state of the program as a symbol table of the form�

� � fv� �� e�� � � � � vn �� eng

where each vi is a variable or symbol and each ei is a Boolean expression of input variables
or the symbol � indicating unde
ned values� The symbol table � is initiated by variables
that acts as place holders for the input� and by � for the output variables� The symbol
table is then updated by traversing the control �ow graph of the Pascal code�

The resulting relation for the LGC has � state variables and the relation M�z� z��
has ��� variables altogether� The size of the relation is approximately �� ��� nodes as
a BDD and takes approximately �� minutes to compute on a regular workstation�

Analysis

Here we will focus on the modeling of the landing gear controller which corresponds to
the lower part of 
gure ��

We use the relation M�z� z�� to analyze the LGC behavior in a number of ways� First
we compute the set of reachable states in the LGC� This set is represented algebraically
by a relation R�x�� The number of reachable states turns out to be �� ��� which is far
below the possible number which is �� � ���� We can restrict the original relation as

"M�z� z�� � R�x� 	M�z� z�� 	R�x��



which gives a signi
cantly simpler relation�
The static analysis of "M�z� z�� is performed by adding constraints P �u� to the inputs

of the LGC� and then analyze what e�ect this gives to the outputs�
Results on dynamic closed loop analysis have also been obtained� using the same

tools as to compute the set of reachable states� The speci
cations of the behavior are
represented by temporal logic expressions� used together with the model to compute e�g�
the set behaviors that might reach a forbidden state in the future�

��� Polynomial Dynamic Systems	 Conclusion

We have described some aspects of a theory for discrete event dynamic systems� In
particular we have covered� modeling� analysis and design� We have also seen that this
can be scaled up to industrial size examples� In order to reach the industrial size examples
we have found that tool and algorithm development become quite crucial� In fact for
discrete systems one can almost claim that there is no useful theory without an algorithmic
component� This will continue to be our guiding principle in the development of a theory
for discrete �event� dynamic systems�

� Conclusions

We believe that the Automatic Control community has to increase its research e�orts
in the hybrid#discrete area� There is otherwise a risk that this highly relevant industrial
control problem area is left for Computer Science� On the other hand� it is important that
our e�orts are carried out in cooperation with computer scientists who have important
and useful tools for discrete structures�

It is also true that the area is $di�cult%� Many approaches and results are of prelim�
inary character� and scaling the methods to industrial size problems typically encounters
severe complexity barriers� Analytical tools that allow recognition and utilization of sim�
plifying substructures will therefore by of particular importance�
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